The fifth edition of a next-generation technology competition set for the future, with students from both home and abroad abhorring for victory, Xing Wen reports.

F or Wang Baoran, a post-graduate student from Xi’an Jiaotong University, the five-month training course set up by the company at his university, where he was highly instructed by the mentors from several dozen countries in several dozen countries and regions involved in the Belt and Road Initiative, and the winner will be given the opportunity to start an internship – or even a full-time position – at Baidu, according to Li Xiaoyan, head of the company’s campus branding department.

While more than 4,000 students have participated in the annual event over the past four years, this is the first time the competition has dipped its toe into international waters by encouraging individuals and groups from foreign countries to participate.

The International Knowledge Development and Engineering Center for Science and Technology under the auspices of Sino-US University, one of the competition’s organizers, will also invite international panels of judges to help select contestants, as well as gather some foreign engineers and scientists to promote the event in other countries.

The contest, which started on April 30, will hold its finals in September, at which the last 10 teams will fight for the top prize.

This year’s event is estimated to attract more than 100 universities and colleges in several dozen countries and regions involved in the Belt and Road Initiative, and the winner will be given the opportunity to start an internship – or even a full-time position – at Baidu, according to Li Xiaoyan, head of the company’s campus branding department.

Since 2011, Xi’an Jiaotong University has set up big data projects in fields other than its core areas, with the university and Baidu jointly carrying out big data projects to provide some relatively simple problems.

As a Go lover who once won awards at provincial-level tournaments, Wang is also eager to delve into the computer program AlphaGo in 2017. Go player, Ke Jie, lost to Google’s artificial intelligence player, AlphaGo, in a five-game series.

This is a major global breakthrough in Go, he says, adding that it is a major turning point in the history of Go, and the next step in the evolution of computer programs. He says the computer program AlphaGo is the first computer program to beat a human Go player and the first computer program to beat a human Go player at a professional level.

Wang says he never worked abroad, so he never had the experience of working abroad. He says the computer program AlphaGo is the first computer program to beat a human Go player, the first computer program to beat a human Go player at a professional level, and the first computer program to beat a human Go player at a professional level.

The computer program AlphaGo is the first computer program to beat a human Go player, the first computer program to beat a human Go player at a professional level, and the first computer program to beat a human Go player at a professional level.

Scientists unlock peanut genome
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